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How to use this

Moon Journal
The moon governs our inner emotional landscape, and every moon cycle
brings up different life lessons and areas for us to learn from. By tracking
these cycles and setting aside time to contemplate how you are feeling
during each phase, you will be better able to tap into these deeper lessons
and manifest your desires with greater mindfulness.

1. Tune into the current phase & sign of the moon to check in with your soul
and align with your true intentions and desires. Read the description of the
moon phase to get a sense of the themes that are being brought up. Take time
to meditate on the concepts and how they relate to your own life.
2. Write your answers in the boxes provided and don’t worry about being messy
or using proper grammar. This is a therapeutic exercise that will not be graded
or seen by anyone but you, so it doesn’t have to be perfect! Simply clear your
mind & get it all out on paper.
3. Look back at your previous answers at the end of each month or moon
cycle to see how far you have come, and celebrate your accomplishments
along the way.

You’ll be surprised how quickly your life can change from month to month when you
approach your goals with soulful alignment!
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Phases of the Moon

*Australia & New Zealand: Although the moon phases in the actual sky will appear in the
opposite direction from the images shown in this journal, the meanings are the same.
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1. NEW MOON - New Beginnings
Using your intuition as a guide, this is the
time for setting new intentions for what
you would like to blossom into being next,
but you don’t need to know exactly how
you’re going to make it happen yet.

5. FULL MOON - Culmination
Everything is illuminated when the moon’s
power is at full strength. Deeper emotions
come up to the surface as we see our
efforts come full circle. Did you succeed
in achieving what you set out to? Then it’s
time to celebrate! If not, you will have at
least learned something valuable that will
help you decide what you need to do to get
closer to embodying your intention in the
future by letting go of whatever is standing
in your way.
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2. WAXING CRESCENT - Planning

3. FIRST QUARTER - Commitment

Over the next week, it’s time to start
forming your master plan for how you
will manifest your next round of goals &
intentions. Do your research & be willing to
experiment before you nail down the best
possible approach to take.

During this 24 hour moon phase, we are
called to go beyond planning and finally
get going on your goal! Take solid action
& start doing the work to execute your
magical plans to up-level your life.

6. WANING GIBBOUS - Integration

7. LAST QUARTER - Release

After the Full Moon, we are able to begin
taking a step back to do an overview of
what we have been learning so we can
look at how we need to make adjustments
to feel more aligned. It’s a good time to
share your thoughts or feelings in order to
process them with the help of your friends,
family, or mentor. You may even want to
invite them to share in your success if the
Full Moon brought wonderful blessings
your way!

This short moon phase invites us to
become aware of what is no longer serving
you so we can begin the process of letting
it go. This is a day to identify what you need
to remove, release, or step back from in
order to make space for more of what you
want to come forth.

4. WAXING GIBBOUS - Heart & Hustle
This is one of the busiest weeks of the
moon cycle when we are meant to be
putting our energy toward making solid
progress on our goals. Just be sure to pace
yourself so you don’t burn out!

8. WANING CRESCENT - Reflect
For the next week, it’s an ideal time to tie
up loose ends, complete your projects, and
surrender into stillness more and more as
the week goes on so you can begin to listen
to the whispers of your heart more closely.

9. DARK MOON - Rest & Rumination
The last few days before the next New Moon bring us to the lowest energy point of our moon
cycle. Take time to pause & retreat before setting your next intention.
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Moon in the Signs
The Moon moves into a new zodiac sign (a.k.a. zone of sky) every 2.5 days,
shifting the qualities of our moods & emotions for that period of time as
we channel that energy through our thoughts & behavior.

a

MOON IN ARIES - Motivated & Dynamic
When the moon is in Aries, we’re ready to get going on our passion
projects! It’s a good time for being productive and proactive as you
work towards your goals, but beware of being overly impulsive.

b

MOON IN TAURUS - Slow & Sensual

c

MOON IN GEMINI - Busy & Sociable

d

MOON IN CANCER - Empathetic & Cozy

e

MOON IN LEO - Bold & Courageous

When the moon is in Taurus, there’s a desire to work at a slower, calmer
pace with a greater focus on quality over speed or quantity. Look for
opportunities to find serenity & groundedness so you can relax more.

When the moon is in Gemini, you may want to reach out & catch up
with friends, collaborate, or post to social media. A good time for writing
projects, meetings, and multitasking, but beware of restlessness!

When the moon is in Cancer, you may be more inclined towards
familiar people, places, and activities. Aim to spend more time at
home and look at ways to increase your future sense of security.

When the moon is in Leo, we all get a little extra boost of confidence
that can help us innovate in our creative projects and truly own what
we’re the best at. Don’t be afraid to toot your own horn!
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f

MOON IN VIRGO - Thoughtful & Efficient
When the moon is in Virgo, be prepared to deal with the logistics of your
plans. This Earth sign helps us plan, edit, streamline, and delegate, so
we can achieve our goals while feeling good in our bodies.

g

MOON IN LIBRA - Beauty & Balance Seeking

h

MOON IN SCORPIO - Intense & Strategic

i
j
k
l

When the moon is in Libra, there is a desire to connect with others and
you may even find that you are more creative with your words. It’s a
wonderful time to make someone’s day or seek to brighten up your own.

When the moon is in Scorpio, you may become more focused on what
needs to change or evolve so that you can grow beyond your comfort
zone and transform your reality to new levels of satisfaction & success.

MOON IN SAGITTARIUS - Free & Adventurous
When the moon is in Sagittarius, there’s a greater spirit for adventure
and a desire to learn new things or try out new experiences, but you
may be compelled to procrastinate on work that is difficult or boring.

MOON IN CAPRICORN - Determined & Ambitious
When the moon is in Capricorn, you may be in the mood to concentrate
on your goals and discipline yourself to do the work that is going to
move you forward in your life & work the most. Don’t forget self-care!

MOON IN AQUARIUS - Forward-thinking & Innovative
When the moon is in Aquarius, you may want to shake things up and try
out a totally new approach to the way you live your life. Try to be openminded to creative downloads even if at first they may seem crazy.

MOON IN PISCES - Sensitive & Dreamy
When the moon is in Pisces, you may be more in tune with your emotions
and could feel the need to escape into your own creative bubble to
process how you’re feeling. Do something that nourishes your soul!
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RELEASING

2020

2) REFLECT // What are some of the most valuable lessons or challenges
you experienced in 2020 and how have they made you better, stronger and
more resilient?

1) CELEBRATE // What are the most amazing things you have accomplished or
experienced in 2020? Acknowledge & celebrate them below!

3) RELEASE // What would you like to leave behind in 2020? List out the
things you’re ready to let go of in order to start fresh in 2021!
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WELCOMING IN

2021

2) TAKE ACTION // What will you do to make sure you feel this way? How will
you prioritize your plans so you can cultivate this feeling (or feelings) in your
daily life as much as possible?

1) WORD OF THE YEAR // What is a word (or words) that describe how you
would like to feel this year and what do they mean to you?

3) BE PROACTIVE // What might get in the way of feeling this way and how you
can avoid potential pitfalls, roadblocks, or distractions that could sabotage
your dreams & goals along the way?
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How do you want to feel this month? What will you do to feel this way?

b

j

January
2021

e

g
What are your biggest goals for this month and what will you do to celebrate
when you achieve them?

Add these dates to your calendar:
LAST QUARTER MOON:
LETTING GO & REFLECTION

NEW MOON:
NEW BEGINNINGS

Wednesday, January 6
1:37 am PT / 4:37 am ET
9:37 am GMT / 7:37 pm AEDT

Tuesday, January 12
9:01 pm PT
Saturday, January 13
12:01 am ET / 5:01 am GMT /
4:01 pm AEDT

FIRST QUARTER MOON:
PLANNING & TAKING ACTION

FULL MOON:
CELEBRATION & RELEASE

Wednesday, January 20
1:02 pm PT / 4:02 pm ET /
9:02 pm GMT

Thursday, January 28
11:16 am PT / 2:16 pm ET / 7:16 pm GMT
Friday, January 29
6:16 am AEDT

Saturday, January 21
7:02 am AEDT
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January
2021

I WANT...

THANK YOU, UNIVERSE...
1.

2.

INTENTION SETTING
This exercise will help you
connect with your true intentions,
remind yourself of what you have
already manifested, and spread
abundance to others around you,
allowing you to attract even more
your way, too.

3.

4.

1. Under ‘Thank you, Universe...’,
make a list of 10 things you already
have in your life that you are
grateful for, big or small.

5.

2. Under ‘I want...’, make a list of
10 things you want to call into
your reality next. They can be
big or small, short-term or longterm desires, material things or
experiences. It’s all up to you - just
be sure to make it something that
is measureable!

6.

7.

3. Under ‘I wish you well...’, write
the names of 10 people and wish
something for them that they want
most. Be sure to include people
who challenge you (perhaps even
putting them at the top of the list)
& wish them well, too!

8.

9.

At the very least, be sure to check in
with these lists when you journal on
the moon phases and watch the magic
unfold. For extra manifesting mojo,
read these lists out loud to yourself
every morning.

10.
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I WISH YOU WELL...

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.
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...And so it is!

T LAST QUARTER MOON in LIBRA
T
Wednesday, January 6: 1:37 am PT / 4:37 am ET / 9:37 am GMT / 7:37 pm AEDT
Now that we’ve had a week to integrate with the new energies of 2021, this is
a good time to look around and notice where old habits or ways of being have
found a way to seep back in, despite your desires of wanting to start this year
with a fresh outlook and a new way of life. Enforce the change you want to see in
your world by making choices that serve your heart & soul.
Where is your life currently feeling out of balance, and what projects, people,
ideas, or pressure do you need to release in order to feel more peaceful?

"Don't let your fear steal
the medicine you were
meant to share with
the world.
Your calling is waiting
on the other side of your
comfort zone."
- CASSANDRA BODZAK
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0 NEW MOON in CAPRICORN
0
Tuesday, January 12: 9:01 pm PT
Wednesday, January 13: 12:01 am ET / 5:01 am GMT / 4:01 pm AEDT

Time to get crystal clear on your plans! What are your top three biggest goals for
the first half of 2021 and how will you feel when you have achieved them?

What new structures or systems can you put into place to support you in working
towards these goals? What problems may arise & how will you deal with them?

Our very first New Moon of the year brings us the hope, determination, and
willpower we need to launch ourselves forward and officially take the pursuit
of our goals for this year more seriously! Earthy Capricorn calls on us to get
clear about the step-by-step path we’ll need to take to make our biggest goals
happen with all of the potential roadblocks & challenges well accounted for in
advance. With the Sun & Moon also closely aligning with Pluto - the planet of
transformation & evolution - you may become very aware of what you need to
do in order to grow into your next-level life. Pluto is also known for giving us
an intense drive to let go of the past by starting over and following a new, more
authentic path even if it’s still out of our comfort zone as of yet.
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G FIRST QUARTER MOON in TAURUS
G
Wednesday, January 20: 1:01 pm PT / 4:02 pm ET / 9:02 pm GMT
Thursday, January 21: 7:02 am AEDT
Today we are invited to take carefully considered action toward our next round
of goals with the concept of sustainability in mind. Instead of going all in and
then burning out from too much hustling, consider how you can move slowly but
steadily so that you can feel how you want to feel AS you work.

"We were taught
that it's hard work
to go after our dreams.

What are the next logical steps you can take to achieve your current goals?

It's even more
difficult living day
in and day out with
the knowledge that we
don't pursue them."
- DEBBIE FORD
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0 FULL MOON in LEO
0
Thursday, January 28: 11:16 am PT / 2:16 pm ET / 7:16 pm GMT
Friday, January 29: 6:16 am AEDT

What are you currently celebrating on this Full Moon? What blessings or lessons
are you grateful for having come your way lately?

What is keeping you from showing up in the world more brightly and sharing your
special creative gifts with others? How can you begin to release this now?

This Full Moon brings us full circle from our last New Moon in Leo which
occurred back on August 18, 2020. Do you remember which creative
projects or bold declarations you were making in your life or work back
then? This is the time to see your efforts culminate in beautiful blessings
& lessons designed to help you step more fully into your divine creative
self-expression! It can also bring the completion of a creative project. You
are here to have FUN co-creating with the universe and this Full Moon is
lending its support to help you shine a light on anything that is keeping
you from creating the things you wish existed in the world, whether it is a
lack of courage, a fear of being judged by others, or another creative block
that you’re ready to get over and be done with.
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JANUARY OVERVIEW
End of Month Reflections
What was working out really well for you this month? Celebrate your wins!

What wasn’t working well this month? What are you ready to change?
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YEARLY HIGHLIGHTS & MILESTONES
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WEEKLY EDITION
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